Abstract. Given a bundle of linear operators T -AS, where T is closed and S is bounded, a sequence {Sm(T : S)} of extended real numbers is defined. If T is a Fredholm operator, the limit lim 8m(T : S)1/" exists and is equal to the supremum of all r > 0 such that T -\S is a Fredholm operator for |X| < r.
studied by H. Bart and D. C. Lay [1] in general and earlier by K.-H. Förster and M. A. Kaashoek [2] in the case X = Y and S = /. In addition, the proof of the theorem requires a modification of the decomposition theorem of T. Kato [3, Theorem 4] . Both stability radius and decomposition use the following notation (see [3] , [1] ).
Define subspaces Nm = Nm(T : Let X be D(T) endowed with the graph norm ||x||r = ||x|| + ||7x||, let f and S be the operators T and S considered as maps from X into Y, and let iT be the inclusion map of X into X. Then X is a Banach space, T, S, iT are bounded, and T = TiT, S = SiT. Put
where (xx, . . . , xm) is a chain for 71 and S. Since 7x, = 7x, and C E AT (A') implies CiT E K(X, X), we have 8m(T : S) < 8m(T : S). Remark [5] . Let X = T be a complex Hubert space, suppose S = I, and let T be a densely defined normal Fredholm operator. Then d(0, C \ $(7 :/)) = 5, = 5,. If moreover d(0, C \ 0(T :/)) < oo, i.e. the Fredholm set of T is not the whole plane, then there exists a compact operator K on X such that 8X(T : I) = y(T -K), where y(T -K) denotes the reduced minimum modulus of T -K. These facts use the resolution of the identity corresponding to T.
